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Konceptual'naja model' 
gosudarstvennyh standartov v kompetentnostnom 
formate [Conceptual model of state standards in 
competence format]

Kompetentnisnyj pidkhid v osviti : teoretychni zasady i 
praktyka realizaciji 

Competence-based approach in education : 
theoretical foundations and practical implementation

Praktykum z metodyky navchannja movoznavchykh 
dyscyplin u vyshhij shkoli [The practical course in 
methodology of teaching linguistic subjects in higher 
education].

The government 
national program “Education”(Ukraine in the XXI 
century).

The state standard for basic and complete 
secondary education: Resolution of the Cabinet of 
Ministers of Ukraine No.1392 dated 23 November 2011. 

Metodyka navchannja 
ukrajinsjkoji movy v ghimnaziji [Methodology of 
teaching Ukrainian in upper secondary schools]

Teoretychni zasady 
formuvannja fakhovoji linghvodydaktychnoji 
kompetentnosti majbutnikh maghistriv-filologhiv u 
vyshhomu navchaljnomu zakladi [Theoretical 
foundations to shape specialized linguistic-didactical 
competence of future Masters of Philology at 
institutions of higher education]

Teoretychni i 
metodychni zasady suchasnogho uroku ukrajinsjkoji 
movy v osnovnij shkoli [Theoretical and methodological 
foundations of a modern lesson of Ukrainian in 
secondary school]

Perspektyvnistj i 
nastupnistj u formuvanni komunikatyvnoji 
kompetentnosti uchniv osnovnoji shkoly [Prospects and 
continuity in forming communicative competence of 

secondary school students]

Kompetentnisnyj pidkhid 
u suchasnij osviti: svitovyj dosvid ta ukrajinsjki 
perspektyvy [Competency-based approach in modern 
education: Global experience and Ukrainian 
prospects]

Teoretychni osnovy 
navchannja linghvistyky tekstu studentiv filologhichnykh 
specialjnostej na zasadakh kompetentnisnogho 
pidkhodu [Theoretical foundations of teaching text 
linguistics to philology students based on the 
competence approach]

Metodyka navchannja 
ukrajinsjkoji movy v serednikh osvitnikh zakladakh 
[Methodology of teaching Ukrainian in institutions of 
secondary education]

Kompetentisnyj pidkhid u suchasnij osvit: svitovyj 
dosvid ta ukrajinsjki perspektyvy: biblioteka z osvitnjoji 
polityky – Competence-based approach in modern 
education: global experience and Ukrainian prospects: 
the library of educational policies

Slovnyk-dovidnyk z 
ukrajinsjkoji linghvodydaktyky [The reference 
dictionary of Ukrainian linguistic didactics].

Pedagogicheskoe 
testirovanie: problemy, zabluzhdenija, perspektivy 
[Pedagogical testing: problems, errors, prospects]. 

Narodnoe obrazovanie – People’s education 

Realizacija 
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jevropejsjkogho dosvidu kompetentnisnogho pidkhodu u 
vyshhij shkoli Ukrajiny

Implementing the European experience of 

competence-based approach in Ukrainian higher 
education
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Changes in the social and economic conditions, moral and cultural priorities shift the focus of modern 
education to shaping an educated and creative personality. This is why the recent tendency for scientists is to pay 
more and more attention to theoretical and practical search for the reserves to improve the quality of a future 
teacher’s professional competence, particularly the communicative competence. 

The article is aimed at analyzing the scientists’ point of view regarding the notion “competence-based 
approach”, interpreting and determining its functions within the academic process of higher school. 

A thorough study of scientific papers and specialized research has enabled us to comprehend the scope of 
scientific activity in development and interpretation of a variety of opinions on the issue as well as to realize there is 
no consensus of opinions in pedagogics when it comes to choosing top-priority approaches to teaching vocational 
subjects in higher school. 

The research methods include analysis, synthesis and other ones.  
The analysis of opinions held by scientists in terms of interpreting the contents of the notion “competence-

based approach” and determining its functions in the academic process of the higher education system is presented 
in the article; the designated approach is implemented actively in teaching languages, it changes the goal and focus 
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of education from mere subject-specific knowledge and skills transfer to bringing up a well-developed personality 
with steady life skills and professional competences.  

The author arrives at the conclusion that the above-mentioned approach is based on interdisciplinary and 
integrated requirements to the quality of the educational process, encourages students’ academic and cognitive 
activities, facilitates formation of strong skills to communicate fluently both orally and in writing, and teaches them 
to use resources of the Ukrainian language expediently in various communicative situations. The result of 
implementing the competence-based approach into the system aimed at training future teachers of the Ukrainian 
language and Literature should be represented by a number of competences, the communicative competence being 
considered as the top priority. 

Keywords: competence-based approach, key (basic, essential) and subject-specific competences, approaches 
to teaching Ukrainian, functions of the competence-based approach. 
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